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Chikaming Open Lands 

Without a doubt, the Lake Michigan dunes 
and shoreline  are the most impressive and 
beautiful natural features in our corner of Michigan. 
And how lucky we are to have them right here, 
where we can easily visit for a hike, or just to sit and 
contemplate the beauty of the landscape for a 
while. 
  
Of course, this makes our lakefront land very 
valuable, and therefore increasingly appealing to 
developers as well—so protecting  open space along 
the shore is always a high priority. 
 
In August, Chikaming Open Lands and the Village 
of Michiana completed a project that placed a 
conservation easement on approximately 11 acres 
of Village-owned property on the Lake Michigan 
shore. The easement, which was donated to 

Chikaming Open Lands by the Village, protects this 
very valuable beach and critical dune area in its 
natural state forever.  
 
This project marks the first lakefront property that 
Chikaming Open Lands has protected, and it is also 
the first conservation easement agreement 
between the conservancy and a municipality in the 
area. The easement extinguishes the residential 
development rights on the 11 acres, while ensuring 
the dunes and beach remain Village-owned and 
open to the community for recreational use. 
 
“The easement area includes a nice stretch of 
critical dune and beach”, says Executive Director  
Ryan Postema. “The lakefront in our area has 
become highly developed with a large portion of 
the land privately-owned, so not only are we  
    (continued on page 5) 
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COL is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization. All contributions are tax deductible to the full extent of the law. 

 
 

Chikaming Open Lands 
is the local land 

conservancy dedicated 
to preserving the open 

spaces and natural rural 
character of southwest 

Berrien County. 

We protect and restore native 
plant and animal habitat in 

the area, improve water 
quality in our rivers, streams 

and in Lake Michigan, and 
permanently preserve 
ecologically significant 

forests, prairies and wetlands, 
as well as prime farmland and 

other open spaces in this 
community. 
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Dear Chikaming Open Lands members and friends, 

 

It has been a challenging year for Chikaming Open 
Lands.  The sudden passing of Chris Thompson this  
summer was a shock to us all. Chris was a leader in our 
community, known by many as a colleague, a mentor 
and a friend, and he leaves big shoes to fill. But with the 
leadership of our dedicated Board of Directors, we have rallied to carry on Chris’  
legacy and continue our mission as a land conservancy. As such, it has also been a 
year of success for Chikaming Open Lands with several “firsts”. 
 
This summer we completed a conservation easement project with the Village of 
Michiana, protecting approximately 11 acres of critical dune area and beach of 
Lake Michigan, which marks our first lakefront protected property as well as our 
first conservation easement with a local municipality.   
 
Then in September, we held our Seventh Annual Barn Benefit on a protected  
property—another first. The Benefit, held at Rick and Nancy Spain’s Toad Hollow 
Farm, was preceded by the completion of a conservation easement protecting  
approximately 14 acres of the woodland and wetland on the property.  
 
In addition to land protection projects, we are implementing a new environmental 
education program, The Mighty Acorns. We held our first field trips in October and 
November with River Valley Elementary School. The 3rd, 4th, and 5th grade classes 
took field trips to Robinson Woods and Flynn Woods Preserves and participated in 
outdoor education games, nature exploration, and a stewardship project to help 
build new hiking trails. 
   
Finally, I write this, my first letter to you, our members, volunteers, and friends, as 
the new Executive Director of Chikaming Open Lands. I have met many of you in 
my three years with the organization as Land Protection Specialist and I hope to 
get to know many more in my new position. It is your passion and commitment to  
conservation that is crucial to our success. I am grateful for all of your support and 
look forward to helping lead Chikaming Open Lands to fulfill our mission to  
preserve the open spaces and natural rural character of southwest Berrien County. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Ryan J. Postema 
Executive Director 
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The Season of Giving 

View of the Grand Beach Marsh in summer 
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restore native habitat 

improve water quality 

 

What brings you to this neck of the woods? 
 
 It's a question that often falls into the category of  
clichéd small talk, but it's one that is worth asking. Why 
do you spend your time in this corner of Southwest 
Michigan? What draws you to this special place? 
 
Perhaps it's the view from a country road of an  
expanse of rolling farm fields, anchored by a weathered 
red barn. It might be the sound of spring birds singing 
overhead in the forest canopy. Or of waves lapping on a 
pristine Lake Michigan beach. Maybe it's the  
late-summer smell of wildflowers in an open prairie.  
 
Maybe it's all of those things and more. 
 
But these natural open spaces need to be preserved, so that they will remain in their natural state for  
future generations to enjoy in the same way you do today.  
 
Your year-end gift to Chikaming Open Lands will make certain our cherished natural places will never be 
developed. It will help ensure our Lake Michigan waters are clean and safe. It will instill a lifelong love of 
nature in our kids through our new environmental education initiative in partnership with River Valley  
Elemetary School, the Mighty Acorns. It will create more trails, educational signage and interactive trail 
markers in our nature preserves.  
 
Your support this year makes it all happen. 
 
 Make your tax-deductible year-end gift today, and you can ensure that our corner of Southwest 
Michigan retains the beautiful natural character that makes it a wonderful place to live, work and play.  
 
THANK YOU! 

Massasauga Research Project Update 

There are new developments to 
report on our ongoing  
massasauga rattlesnake  
population study being  
conducted in one of COL’s  
preserves in partnership with  
Andrews University.  

 
First, we found two more of 
these shy and elusive snakes! 

Andrews University researchers were unable to determine the sex 
of the first, who they dubbed “Max”. The second, who they named 
“Melinda” is not only a female, but apparently a very pregnant  
female, as you can see in the photo above. 

Second, as of August of this year, the massasauga is officially  
federally protected as a threatened species . Before that, it was 
state-listed as a “species of special concern”. This is important  
because now that we’ve   
established that there is a  
massasauga population in our  
nature preserve, we maybe able 
to obtain  federal funding for  
habitat restoration, and for  
placing neighboring properties 
under conservation. 
 
We’ll keep you posted on any new 
progress! 

“Melinda” 
Photo by Daniel Gonzales-Socoloske 

“Max” 
Photo by Roshelle Hall 



 

Improving Water Quality 
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We all know that water is  essential to our well-being and 
health. Here in the Western world,  we are fortunate to 
have access to clean drinking water—but sometimes we 
take it for granted. The source of water for many towns in 
the Midwest is the beautiful waters of Lake Michigan. So it 
is crucial to keep Lake Michigan as clean as possible. It is a 
group effort to maintain the quality of our water for  
current as well as future generations. 
 
But water pollution does occur. In Southwest Michigan, 
pollutants contaminate our tributaries or streams, which 
often  empty into Lake Michigan. There are two types of 
pollution—point source pollution, which includes sewage 
treatment plants and factories,  and non-source pollution 
which includes runoff from farms, roadways and parking 
lots.  
 
During the past few years e-coli has been evident in some 
of our streams, which have caused beaches to close. E-coli 
is a bacteria that is produced by waste from wildlife,  
manure, or septic systems that are not up to date. Our 
streams and wetlands need to be preserved and tested in 
order to determine the locations where the water quality 
needs to be improved. It is vital that as a community, we 
are aware of these issues and identify a solution. 
 
Chikaming Open Lands  (COL) is addressing water quality 
in the region in partnership with the Southwest Michigan 
Planning Commission, The Conservation Fund, the  
Berrien County Health Department and others. Together, 
this partnership received a SAW Grant (Stormwater, Asset 
Management & Wastewater) from the Michigan  

Department of Environmental Quality (MDEQ). The grant 
supports the creation of watershed management plans for 
the twelve direct tributaries flowing into Lake Michigan, 
spanning from the Indiana state line to Grand Mere State 
Park in Stevensville. 
 
With this grant COL and its partners will conduct in-field 
surveys of these streams, which will help determine which 
streams have the most pollution, as well as the cause of 
the pollution in the tributaries. Another component of the 
plan is to test city sewage systems for pollutants present 
in the water as a result of  failing septic systems using  
canine scent tracking.   
 
The collected data will then be used to move forward with 
a new watershed management plan. COL will add a  
protection element to the plan, identifying priority  
wetland areas that need to be conserved and/or restored. 
Wetlands are integral to keeping our water clean, as they 
help with flood control and pollution run-off, absorbing 
harmful chemicals such as phosphorus and heavy metals. 
 
The development and execution of this watershed  
management will help improve the water quality in our  
rivers and streams, and ultimately, in Lake Michigan. This 
means cleaner drinking water and fewer beach closures. 
 
Whether you are a full or part-time resident of this area, 

there are some things you can do to help improve water 

quality as well. If you are a homeowner on a septic system, 

you should be sure the system is functioning properly. It is 

recommended to have it checked and cleaned out every 

three to five years. You can also buy biodegradable  

cleaning products. This is important because they have 

environmentally friendly cleaning agents in them,  

eliminating the risk of disposing  harsh chemicals into the 

environment. Another idea is to set up rain barrels to  

collect rain which can then be used to water plants. This 

also will redirect rainwater and helps keep drains from 

overflowing.  

 

If we want clean water for future 

generations, we all have a  

responsibility to try to decrease 

water pollution and to come up 

with solutions that will improve 

Lake Michigan's water quality.  

By Caroline Roberts 
Chikaming Open Lands Summer Intern 

Caroline 
Roberts is a 
student at 
Iowa State 
University, 
where she  is 
majoring in 
Sociology. 



 

Protecting Critical Dunes 
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protecting a unique dune ecosystem and important  
wildlife habitat, we are also helping to preserve the 
scenic view and public access to Lake Michigan, one 
of our greatest natural resources.”  

 
While the conservation easement was a full donation 
by the Village of Michiana, project costs like surveys, 
an environmental assessment, legal fees and closing  
costs were funded in part by The Pokagon Fund 
through a $17,000 grant to the Village, as well as 14 
donors residing in the Village who contributed $6,200 
to the project.  
 

Michigan's shoreline is a showcase for 275,000 acres 
of sand dune formations. An interaction between 
gusty winds and the lake’s waves has shifted and 
carved fine sands into the largest display of  
freshwater dunes in the world. These beautiful  
formations contain a diversity of life, climatic  
conditions, and geological relief unique to Michigan,  

supporting more endemic plant and animal species 
than any other Great Lakes ecosystem.  

But the dunes are not only one of the state's most  
spectacular natural features, they are also one of its 
most fragile. Development and recreational pressures 
are increasing as more and more people seek the  
unparalleled scenery the dunes provide.  
 
The Michiana project came to the attention of 

Chikaming Open Lands’ late executive director, Chris 

Thompson, three years ago. While attending a 

Pokagon Fund service event, Village of Michiana 

Council President Tim Iverson met Thompson, who 

introduced him to the concept of what a conservation 

easement could mean for the Village of Michiana.  

“With the strong support from our Village residents, 

we were able to complete this ambitious project to 

place conservation easements on more than 40  

parcels of open land along the lakefront”, said Iverson. 

“By partnering with COL to protect its lakefront, the 

Village has created a living legacy to the Village of 

Michiana and its residents while preserving the  

natural beauty of Lake Michigan's shores for  

generations to come.”  

If you are considering protecting your land within  

Berrien County and would like more information 

on  conservation options that will fit with your land 

management goals, please contact us at  

(269) 405-1006 or col@chikamingopenlands.org. 

(Continued from page 1) 
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Another fabulous event —this time on a protected property! 
 
On September 17, 2016, Chikaming Open Lands held its Seventh Annual Barn  
Benefit at Richard and Nancy Spain’s lovely Toad Hollow Farm. 
 
This year’s Benefit was once again a huge success—we sold more tickets than 
we ever have before, and we raised nearly $100,000! And, for the first time, 
it was held on a property that Chikaming Open Lands has protected. 
 
We would like to thank everyone who attended and who gave so generously in 
the live and silent auctions. Thanks also to the donors of our fabulous auction 
items: Chef Joho, Sarah Spain, Kevin Mize, Greenbush Brewery, The Shedd 
Aquarium, Granor Farm, RE/MAX, Bentwood Tavern, Mesa Luna, Red Arrow 
Roadhouse, The Dunes Club, Jack Pizzo, Philip Rosborough, Sawyer Garden 
Center, Love Creek Nature Center, Flagship Specialty Foods & Fish Market, Red 
Arrow Ride, Falatic’s Meat Market, Karen and Bruce Gear, Journeyman  
Distillery, Equilibrium Fitness, Mak Salon & Spa, and Peter and Jeanie Van Nice. 
Finally we owe an enormous amount of gratitude to our hosts, Richard and  
Nancy Spain, who were so gracious in welcoming us to their beautiful  
property. 
 
Thank you to the 2016 Barn Benefit Sponsors: 
 
 

 

The Seventh Annual Barn Benefit 



A Tribute to Chris Thompson 
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By Steve Smith, Chikaming Open Lands Founder  
 and Secretary, Board of Directors 

 
 
 
 
 
 
The Road not Taken by Robert Frost  
(1st and 4th verses) 
 
Two roads diverged in a yellow wood, 
And sorry I could not travel both 
And be one traveler, long I stood  
And looked down one as far as I could 
To where it bent in the undergrowth. 
 
I shall be telling this with a sigh 
Somewhere ages and ages hence: 
Two roads diverged in a yellow wood, and I--- 
I took the one less traveled by,  
And that has made all the difference. 
 
I was the President of Chikaming Open Lands when we 
hired Chris Thompson over five years ago. I had a  
relationship with Chris as an employee, but more  
importantly as a friend, here in Harbor Country, at our  
winter home in Arizona, and at his wedding last October on 
Beaver Island. You always knew where Chris stood as a 
friend and you could always count on him in his  
professional work at Chikmaing Open Lands. He was  
steadfast, honest, and sensitive to all he dealt with.   
 
I want to focus on not the loss we all feel but rather the gain 
we all have had for Chris coming this way in this very  
special area of Southwest Michigan.  Let’s celebrate what 
he taught us and left with us to make this special part of the 
world a better place. 
 
Chris always took the Road less  traveled.  In all his dealings 
at Chikaming Open Lands, I believe he never looked for the 
easy path. Instead, he looked for the right path.   
 
It takes tremendous effort, energy, and time to put  
together a land transaction. During the time Chris was with 
us he helped to protect over 650 acres by completing 13 
projects.  But the numbers are not as important as how he 
did it.  Here is what I saw as the secret to Chris’ success: 

 
 He listened to what potential donors want to do with 

their land.. 
 He worked diligently to relate to them and their needs 

and developed a relationship of trust and mutual 
 respect. 

 He creatively worked to put a deal together. 
 He worked the numbers to be sure it works for both the 

donor and Chikaming Open Lands. 
 He acted with the highest integrity. 
 He never gave up,  and if he hit a roadblock, he found  a 

way around it. 
 
We all miss Chris terribly. But we also remember him and 
his qualities that made him so effective.  We celebrate what 
he gave to all who knew him. He left Harbor Country and 
the folks he worked with in a better place than we were 
before he came here in 2011. I can truly say, “his life made a 
difference!” 
 
Several Chikaming Open Lands members have told us they 
would like to donate to a land protection project that Chris 
would have like to complete. In July, the Board voted to 
establish a Chris Thompson Memorial Fund to do just that.  
The project has not been identified yet, but when it is, the 
resulting nature preserve will be named in his memory. I 
don’t know of a better way to thank  and to honor Chris. 

Chris at NamibRand Nature Reserve, Namibia, April 2016  
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Three Cheers for Our Volunteers!! 
Thanks to the Rotary Club of Harbor Country! 

Chikaming Open Lands 
12291 Red Arrow Highway 

Sawyer, MI 49125 
(269) 405-1006 

chikamingopenlands.org 

We are thrilled to have launched our 
new Mighty Acorns environmental  
education program with River Valley 
Elementary School this fall! In  
October and early November, we’ve 
had the 3rd, 4th and 5th grade  
students out at Robinson Woods and 
Flynn Woods Preserves playing  
outdoor learning games, observing 
nature and building trails.  
 
We’d like to extend our thanks to 
one of our partners in this program, 
the Rotary Club of Harbor Country! 
 
The Rotary granted Chikaming Open 
Lands funding to purchase Nature  
Exploration Backpacks, like the ones  
pictured at right, filled with lots of 

great tools to help the students  
explore the natural world. 
 
These tools include magnifying  
glasses, bug boxes, portable habitats 
in which the students can observe  
critters they find, field guides, and  
monoculars. Feedback from the kids 
tells us that these  are a huge hit, with 
a number of them wanting to be able 
to take them home! 
 
Rotary Club members have also  
volunteered their time to help us run 
the field trips. 
 
We are delighted to have the  support 
and partnership of the Rotary Club of 
Harbor Country! 


